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Model Number: AE-17E-B

Steambrite MFG 1.5HP 175RPM 17in Floor Machine AE-17E-B

Manufacturer: Steambrite MFG

 INCREDIBLE VALUE!!!!!

    
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        Steambrite MFG

                        
                    
                    
                        
                              Steambrite Manufacturing proudly presents our new commercial
grade 175 rpm floor machines.  Do not be taken in by slick marketing that suggests a
great package deal based on a 1 horsepower machine.  1 horsepower machines are
obviously less expensive but simply put, do not have the power needed to meet all
commercial applications.
                             The new SBM floor machines come in 3 sizes, 17in, 19in and 21in,
all backing a full 1.5 horsepower Imperial motor.  These machines are being built for
us by one of the oldest and most respected names in the industry, Mercury Floor
Machines Inc.  They have a frame that is sturdier than most of the competition and
are ingeniously designed to block noise and reduce vibration.
                             Now compare our unbeatable package deal prices, and don't forget
to check the HP rating (it'll probably be in the fine print).
                        
                                                 
                        
                    
                    
                         

                            • Safety enhanced           interlock
                            switch / both hands in control
                             
                            • Safety enhanced, non-conductive
                            dual triggers / eliminates shock           potential
                             
                            • 1.5 HP, 175             RPM motors
                             
                            • Fully adjustable handle           position / comfortable for all
operators
                             
                            • Motor plugs in at handle             base / for 
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                            easy maintenance
                             
                            • Non-marking retractable             6" wheels / for easy transport 
                             
                            • Traditional all-metal,             reinforced bell housing apron
                             
                            • Non-marking super thick             bumpers / protects baseboards
                             
                            • Triple-planetary high             torque 
                            transmission / for the toughest jobs
                             
                            • Precision balanced             heavy-duty 
                            66-frame motor 
                             
                            • All metal chassis / added             weight for fastest results
                            • Part list
                             Compare to current or past OEM associations:
                            Unipro UN-H1715-EA
                            
                             
                            
                        
                        
                         
                        
                        COMPARE AND SAVE!!!
                        
                        MADE IN THE GOOD OLD USA BY ONE OF THE OLDEST AND
MOST RESPECTED FLOOR MACHINE MANUFACTURERS!
                                                  
                        Polished Aluminum Brush Cover!  means it can't rust like epoxy coated
steel!  
                        
                        Extra large 6" rear wheels on flip up axle
                        
                        Best Warranty around!  5 years motor &amp; gear box!!!
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Friday 25 July, 2008
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